
Site Council meeting  

March 16th, 2017; 5:00-6:45pm, Room 104 

 

Present:  Robyn Swenson (Parent), Andrew Swenson (Student), Eryn Warne (Principal), Christine 

Sanguinet (Lic Staff), Brandon (student), Matt Lundgren (Lic. Staff), Peter Hagenson (Lic Teacher), 

Charles Shaw (Non Lic. Staff), Marty Schirber (Community Representative). 

 

1) Review minutes – Robyn found a typo at the end to be corrected: last section, “Spark-Y has non 

licensed teachers that help teach with less COST.” Robyn approved, Matt seconded, all 

approved 

2) Norms - Reviewed by Andrew.  

3) Recap of Purpose - reviewed by Andrew.  To look at vision and mission statement, and advise 

the principal, with the vision and mission in mind. 

4) JA Prototype – Andrew reintroduced the JA work, “Vanguard Tech Co” Student rewards system; 

will now test out with the teachers (demo period). They presented to us now that they have 

their prototype. Six teachers will test out the product down from 15 teacher volunteers. 

Merits/Points system. The points can be added by teachers to help reward students for doing 

great work – Merits work as a consequence – merits reset each quarter, but can decrease by 

accruing referrals. Can use as a way to incentivize, so if a student wants to go to homecoming, 

they need to have at least, for example, 75 merits out of the 100 they started with. Working to 

make it easier for teachers so it doesn’t take up all their time. Took our feedback seriously and 

delivered. Could be on the forefront of technology. Q&A: Matt: Is there a way to give a blanket 

set of points if all kids in a class earn points. Peter: To make it easier, hook up with the schools 

database (import with an excel); Matt: could have an excel import (like dojo) and can I make my 

own prizes; Robyn: who would the funding be coming from? (could be the school store, or find 

input from local businesses); Eryn: I like the way you set up the Merit and Points system so that 

it makes ownership for the kids; Matt: how about printing capabilities? And the data it 

generates. Maximum amount of points a student could receive per day (or per hour); Andrew: 

what about next year, will it need a lot of constant monitoring? How is it sustainable? Tried to 

make it so that it wouldn’t require system updates. We are a company and we have created a 

product and we are wondering if you’d like to purchase and if there’s budget room, then what 



kind of budget are we talking about? Eryn: most schools would be interested in a “one-time 

cost” in general in school budgets, there is money that is unrestricted enough that we could do a 

one time purchase. Sometimes we have to get approval for things that are out side the norm, if 

the price is kept low, then we don’t need approval, but if it’s in the $1000s, then we need to get 

approval. Discussion around the worth of the product. Did get a $100 investment, sold about 

$100 of stocks right now, working to generate more funds. Robyn: do you have a number in 

mind or range? Eryn: so you want to match your price to our budget range? Yes – I would like to 

see some comparable costs. And then identifying a school fund it would come from. And what 

were the results of the survey from the teacher pilot. So, feedback from pilot and cost 

comparisons. Charles: have you marketed to other businesses and asked for contributions from 

them to build up your funds. Robyn: Impressed on how well you addressed our concerns. Eryn 

will meet with the group at a later date. How the teachers feel about it would be a biggest 

factor. Andrew: could we think about it coming from the student leadership council to help 

cover the costs? 

 

5) Data Review – Look at this data to help frame us in our highest needs, where to invest in our 

time and resources. Graduation Rate; Edison Q1 to Q2 comparison; Value-Added Report; 

5Essentials Report; Student Survey Report – dig through the data and what trends are you 

identifying in the data, concerns, look at the various groups (ethnicity, etc…) what should our 

priorities be? Rich discussion on all the data. Looks like “supportive environment” data is 

showing that we’re building a strong culture and climate. Eryn took feedback on looking at the 

data and will use it to bring to ILT. 

 

6) Budget Discussion – looked at family feedback on budget priorities; parent group said they had 

wished that everything was important and wished there was a little more breakdown on what 

each means, but that they were happy to be asked about it (first time). We did receive our 

budget and it must be done by 24th of March – received $400,000 more in the budget, we did 

receive a decrease in staffing (district giving us specialists) we did not get a math or literacy 

specialist, so if we want to keep them, then we have to pay for them. The ratio is 1:32 in class 

size and we’re looking at making sure next year’s 11th grade are 1st to have smaller class size and 

meaningful credit recovery. The largest pot of money can ONLY be spent on teachers. The 

reason for the increase, we had increase in enrollment, which generates more funding, and 



some of those specialists that were cut are no longer paid for by central office, but the money 

was allocated to us to use for teachers. Parents also had a concern that music wasn’t included in 

the budget survey, but is a big importance to families. How to make Band/Choir work with IB 

programme. Eryn: I have found that performance music is culturally relevant and meeting the 

needs for kids. Would also like to see more sections for world languages – particularly Spanish. 

 

7) Updates: 

a) Student –  

 

b) Parent – Brought up LEAF (environmental course) to the parent meeting  

 

c) Teacher –  

 

d) Community –  

 

e) Principal – Got the okay from Central office to do LEAF (environmental courses); naming of the 

room (104) will be resolved soon. 

 

Next Meeting April 20th, 5-7:00pm.  Room 104. 

Notes submitted by Christine Sanguinet. 

 


